
REPOS ON RAILS
THERE AND BACK AGAIN



INTRO

▸ This should take about 10 mins (sorry!) 

▸ My Rails might not be Railsy (feel free to help me improve 
the code later) 

▸ Hopefully you will get something out of it



MY RECENT PROJECTS WENT LIKE THIS

▸ 10 Rails, Rails, Rails...  20 GOTO 10 

▸ Java Spring Boot 

▸ More "enterprise", but can teach us things about the 
problems "enterprise" developers face. 

▸ Hello again Rails!



SO WHAT CHANGED?

▸ Statically Typed language (Java) 

▸ Had to think about types / classes 

▸ Refactoring because easy (IntelliJ) 

▸ Got used to (real) unit testing, dependency injection, mocks/
fakes/spys etc. 

▸ I had changed... 

▸ I thought it would be irresponsible to connect to the database 
from my controller... didn't want to encourage others to do that



MOTIVATIONS FOR THIS TALK

▸ The Rails way of doing things is fast, sometimes 
considered the only way 

▸ Books, blog posts all Posts.all in controllers 

▸ It "just works" (forms, view helpers etc.) 

▸ What about other patterns? 

▸ "Enterprise" Patterns, good object design works in Rails 
too.



MOST RAILS BOOKS...



A DISCLAIMER: DHH TENDS TO DISAGREE

▸ http://david.heinemeierhansson.com/2014/test-induced-design-
damage.html 

▸ Here talking about a talk showing how to keep Rails and your app logic 
decoupled.

http://david.heinemeierhansson.com/2014/test-induced-design-damage.html
http://david.heinemeierhansson.com/2014/test-induced-design-damage.html


SPEAKING OF ENTERPRISE PATTERNS...



DHH HAS A RACE CAR

▸ I don't! 

▸ So he must be doing 
something right :)



TREND TOWARDS OBJECT DESIGN SHARED BY OTHER LANGUAGES

▸ Sandi Metz books (links later) bring OO design familiar to 
Java etc. programmers to Ruby 

▸ Increasing number of talks about object design (not just 
MVC) in recent years (2010s) 

▸ Rails is growing up (Matz says "Superdry" of Ruby)



AN EXAMPLE



AN EXAMPLE



DOMAIN MODELS

▸ Book (title, language) 

▸ Supplier (books for some price, discounts) 

▸ Discount (criteria like language, dates etc.)

BOOK 
TITLE 

AUTHOR 
LANGUAGE 

SKILL 
PUBLISHED

SUPPLIER 

NAME

SUPPLIER_BOOK 

(BOOK) 
(SUPPLIER) 

PRICE

DISCOUNT 
LANGUAGE 
START DATE 
END DATE 

PAGES 
SKILL

SUPPLIER_DISCOUNT 

(SUPPLIER) 
(DISCOUNT) 
PERCENT



A FIRST ATTEMPT

▸ Slow to test (insert 
rows to test edge 
cases) 

▸ Hard to reuse (what if 
you had an API?) 

▸ But it works :)



A FIRST ATTEMPT ▸ Finds the first 
matching 
discount and 
discounts the 
price (or not).  

▸ Reason is a 
JSON 
representation 
of the 
discount 
object



HOW CAN WE IMPROVE THIS?

▸ Many ways! 

▸ Service Objects (get logic out of the controller) 

▸ Single Responsibility (don't get SupplierDiscount to do 
everything) 

▸ Request objects (if we had a search form) and Response 
objects (instead of the OpenStructs) 

▸ Use Active Record better (sorry!)



DOMAIN CENTRIC VIEW

▸ Here's an idea...

SUPPLIERS BOOKS

DISCOUNTS

PRICE CALCULATOR



NEW CONTROLLER

▸ Repos do DB things 

▸ Calculator does 
calculation



PRICE CALCULATOR

▸ Coordinates the 
repos 

▸ Does the 
calculation 

▸ Can you see 
how the 
OpenStruct 
now could be a 
SupplierItem?



REPOS

▸ Repos now in control of DB access - you 
can mock them in tests! 

▸ Is the refactoring for matching a discount 
to a supplier & book more obvious now?



WHERE ARE WE NOW?

▸ Not bad... 

▸ Can we move 
some of the 
discount repo 
responsibilities 
to another 
class?

SUPPLIERS BOOKS

DISCOUNTS

PRICE 
CALCULATOR



MORE DOMAIN OBJECTS

▸ DiscountMatcher 
now responsible 
for matching logic 
(imagine it 
becomes more 
complex) 

▸ Great for unit 
testing!



WHERE ARE WE NOW?

▸ Better! 

▸ More logic in 
the domain 

▸ Less logic on 
the outside

SUPPLIERS BOOKS

DISCOUNTS

PRICE 
CALCULATOR

DISCOUNT 
MATCHER



TESTING DOMAIN MODELS

▸ Domain objects 
easily tested now. 

▸ Using OpenStruct 
here to show 
ActiveRecord not 
necessary - but we 
can use domain 
objects (Supplier, 
SupplierEntity)



TESTING WITH MOCKED REPOS

▸ Bit of setup but 
fast tests 

▸ Refactor these, 
use before blocks 
etc. 

▸ Can also 
integration test 
too.



TAKE A STEP BACK

▸ This achieved a lot!  

▸ Skinny controller (skinny models too!) 

▸ Repository pattern, Service pattern, almost have value 
objects, single responsibility starting to take shape... 

▸  Is it idiomatic? 

▸ Maybe not... but you get language portability in return 

▸ Java, Swift - more than just Rails



WRAPPING UP

▸ I didn't go into a lot of detail about things, sorry (blog posts 
later) 

▸ These patterns are useful for dependency isolation 

▸ DatabaseRepository 

▸ NetworkRepository (e.g. API to get discounts) 

▸ Repository Pattern is a good gateway to other ideas that can 
simplify your code - services, etc. 

▸ Tests are faster!



FURTHER READING

▸ Domain Driven Design (Eric Evans, 
2003) - that cover though :) 

▸ Focus on domain model 

▸ Keep dependencies out of the 
domain model



FURTHER READING

▸ Practical Object Oriented Design in 
Ruby (Metz, 2013) 

▸ Single Responsibility, Composing 
objects etc. 

▸ http://www.poodr.com

http://www.poodr.com


TALKS

▸ Boundaries (Gary Bernhardt) 

▸ Hexagonal Architectures, Keeping 
Rails on the outside of the domain 

▸ https://www.destroyallsoftware.com/
talks/boundaries

https://www.destroyallsoftware.com/talks/boundaries
https://www.destroyallsoftware.com/talks/boundaries


TALKS

▸ Integrated Tests are a Scam 

▸ Great coverage of how far unit tests can get you if done well. 

▸ http://blog.thecodewhisperer.com/permalink/integrated-
tests-are-a-scam

http://blog.thecodewhisperer.com/permalink/integrated-tests-are-a-scam
http://blog.thecodewhisperer.com/permalink/integrated-tests-are-a-scam


BLOG POSTS

▸ The Clean Architecture (Robert C. Martin) 

▸ https://8thlight.com/blog/uncle-bob/2012/08/13/the-
clean-architecture.html

https://8thlight.com/blog/uncle-bob/2012/08/13/the-clean-architecture.html
https://8thlight.com/blog/uncle-bob/2012/08/13/the-clean-architecture.html


BLOG POSTS

▸ Isolating Active Record (Eno Compton) 

▸ https://www.commandercoriander.net/blog/
2014/10/02/isolating-active-record/



BLOG POSTS

▸ 7 Patterns to Refactor Fat ActiveRecord Models 

▸ http://blog.codeclimate.com/blog/2012/10/17/7-
ways-to-decompose-fat-activerecord-models/



ONE MORE THING

▸ https://github.com/rgravina/tddtris 

▸ Attempt at a Tetris clone in Swift 
using the ideas in this talk (and 
TDD of course) 

▸ Work in progress :)

https://github.com/rgravina/tddtris


START WITH THE RAILS WAY, 
BUT KEEP AN OPEN MIND.

Robert Gravina @robertgravina

TEXT


